Winter

A Perfect Day For It by Jan Fearnley
Bear announces that it’s a perfect day for it and his friends follow him up the mountain, each imagining what special treat they might share there, but all come to agree that Bear’s it is just right.

All You Need for a Snowman by Alice Schertle
Lists everything that one needs to build the perfect snowman, from the very first snowflake that falls.

Big Snow by Berta and Elmer Hader
Despite their elaborate preparations for the winter, the animals and birds are delighted by a surprise banquet after a big snow.

Christmas Bear by Nathaële Vogel
Toys lie scattered in the snowy woods. A lonely teddy bear shivers under a tree, a duck is slipping and sliding in the deep snow and a big red kite is tangled high in a tree. Who lost these toys and where do they belong? Could following the footprints in the snow solve the mystery?

Fox and the Tomten by Astrid Lindgren
One cold and snowy evening a hungry fox goes to a farm to steal a hen for his dinner. Then he meets the tomten who guards the farm at night. The thoughtful tomten knows how to save the hen and help the fox too!

Jillian Jiggs and the Great Big Snow by Phoebe Gilman
Jillian and her friends have a great time in the snow. But as they play, Jillian’s hat, scarf and mittens disappear. How will Jillian get out of this snowy mess?

Little Daughter of the Snow by Arthur Ransome
Childless and sad, an elderly Russian man and his wife watch the village children playing in the snow. One day they decide to make their own little snow girl. Much to their amazement, her eyes start to shine, her hair turns black, and she comes alive! But, as Little Daughter of the Snow tells them, she isn’t quite like other children.

Long Winter by Laura Ingalls Wilder
After an October blizzard, Laura’s family moves from the claim shanty into town for the winter, a winter that an Indian has predicted will be seven months of bad weather.

Mary of Mile 18 by Ann Blades
Mary’s father tells her she cannot keep a wolf puppy since the only animals kept by families in the cold North are those that work or provide food.

Mitten by Jim Aylesworth
A retelling of the traditional tale of how a boy's lost mitten becomes a refuge from the cold for an increasing number of animals.

No Two Snowflakes by Sheree Fitch
What is snow? A Ghanaian child asks her Canadian pen pal.

Oh, Lewis! by Eve Rice
Lewis has a lot of trouble with his
Winter

Red Fox Running by Eve Bunting
Rhyming text follows the experiences of a red fox as it searches across a wintry landscape for food.

Simon Underground by Joanne Ryder
Although Simon loves spending the winter deep underground digging long tunnels, even a mole eventually starts anticipating spring.

Snow Cat by Dayal Kaur Khalsa
Elsie, who lives alone in a snow-covered house on the edge of the woods, makes a friend when a huge cat made of snow comes to play with her.

Snowballs by Lois Ehlert
Some children create a family out of snow. Includes labeled pictures of all the items they use, as well as information about how snow is formed.

Snowy Day by Ezra Jack Keats
The adventures of a little boy in the city on a very snowy day.

Stella: Queen of the Snow by Marie-Louise Gay
It is Sam's first snowstorm so Stella and her little brother are spending the day playing in the snow. The forest, snowballs, snow angels and the snow itself provide fuel for Sam's questions and Stella's answers as they discover the world of winter together.

Thomas' Snowsuit by Robert Munsch
His mother, teacher, and principal have a hard time trying to convince Thomas to wear his snowsuit.

White Snow, Bright Snow by Alvin Tresselt
When the first flakes fell from the grey sky, the postman and the farmer and the policeman and his wife scurried about doing all the practical things grownups do when a snowstorm comes. But the children laughed and danced, and caught the lacy snowflakes on their tongues.

Willows in Winter by William Horwood
The further escapades of four animal friends who live along a river in the English countryside—Toad, Mole, Rat, and Badger.

Winter Holiday by Arthur Ransome
Follows the adventures of two groups of children who spend a winter holiday by a great lake next to the mountains.

Winter's Child by Mary K. Whittington
Winter discovers a child in the snow and takes her home to raise as his daughter, only to find that she is Spring and will take his place.